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INTRODUCT IO N 

Western Vermont is underlain by thr ee distinctive sequences 
of rocks that range in age from Late Proterozoic to Middle 
Ordovician and are typical of the western part of the 
Appalachian Mountains. The lowest most sequence, which rest 
with profound unconformity on the Middle Proterozo i c of .the 
Green Mountain and Lincoln massifs, largely consists of 
metawackes, mafic volcanic rocks and phyllites that represent 
a rift clastic sequence. These rocks grade up wa r d i nto 
siliciclastic and carbonate rocks of the platform sequence 
which in turn are ove r lain by Middle Ordovic ian sha l es of the 
foreland basin sequence. The boundary between the two 
sequ e nces is the based of the Cheshire Formation (fig. 1). 
North of Burlington, Vermont the platform sequence grades 
into shales, breccias and conglomerates of the ancient 
platform margin and eastern basin. These sequences have been 
studied by a number of work ers in the past (Cady , 1945; Cady 
and others, 1962; Hawley, 1957; Erwin, 1957; We l by, 1961; 
Stone and Dennis, 1964, for example) and are receiving 
current attention by Mehrtens (1985, 1987) and her students 
(Gregory, 1982; Myrow, 1983; Teetsel, 1985; Bulter, 1986; 
MacLean, 1986, 1987). Agnew (1977), Carter (1979) , Tauvers 
(1982), DiPietro (1983) and Dorsey and others (1983) have 
r ee xamined parts of the rift clastic sequence while Doolan 
and his students are cur r ently wo rking in the same sequence 
in northern Vermont and Quebec (Doolan and others , 1987; 
Colpron and others, 1987). Figures 1 a n d 2 illustrate the 
representative stra tigraphic c olumns for western Vermont 
north of the latitu d e of the Lincoln massif whe re the field 
conference will be held. Addit i onal informa t ion can be found 
in Welby (1961) and Doll and others (1961 ) . 

The structure of western Vermont i s dominated by major, 
north-trending folds and imbricate thrust faults which are 
well displayed on the Geologic Map of Vermont (Doll and 
others, 1961 ). The rift clast ic and platform sequences have 
each been displaced westward on major thrust faults that 
extend through much of Vermont. The larger of the two, the 
Champlain thrust, extends from southern Quebec to Albany, New 
York and places the older platform sequence over the younger 
f o r eland b asin sequence. Estimates of westward displacement 
range from 15 km to 100 km. The smaller of the two, t h e 
Hinesburg thrust, places transitional and rift clastic rocks 
over the platform sequence a nd as such forms a boundary 
between the synclinorial rocks of western Vermont and the 
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Green Mountain anticlinorium . Dorsey and othe rs (1983) have 
demonstrated that the Hinesburg thrust developed along the 
overturned limb of a large recumbent fold (fault -propa gation 
fold of Suppe , 1985) and therefore is quite different from 
the geometry o f the Champlain thrust fault. Westward 
displacement is estimated to be 6 km. 

Recent seismic traverses across western Vermont demonstrate 
that the Champlain thrust dips eastward at approximately 15 
degrees beneath the Green Mountain anticlinorium and that the 
major folds of western Vermont are formed by duplexes and 
related structure on this and other thrust faults which are 
present both within the platform and the foreland basin 
sequences . High angle normal faults have been mapped along 
the Champlain thrust fault and in many parts of the foreland 
basin sequence ( Welby, 1961; Doll and others, 1961 ). Seismic 
information shows that some of the faults are older than the 
Champ lain thrust fault whereas others are younger. Stanley 
(1980) has shown that several of the faults that cut the 
eastern part of the platform sequence are Mesozoic in age. 

The struct u re of western Vermont in the Burlington region is 
best illustrated by the recent work of Dorsey and others 
( 1 983) in the Milton quadrangle (fig. 3) and Leonard ( 1985) 
in South Hero Island. The cross sections for this region 
show that the Champlain thrust fault is essentially planar 
which is consistent with recent seismic studies at this 
latitiude. Detailed surface mapping, however, ha s shown that 
the overlying thrust faults are folded. Dorsey and others 
(1983) therefore suggest that these folds are related to 
duplexes in the Champlain slice (fig . 4). Based on this 
configuration the highest fault, the Hinesburg thrust, is the 
oldest and the Champlain thrust is the youngest . Thus the 
thrust sequence developed from the hinterland (east) to the 
foreland . Shortening as measured between the pin points in 
section B-B' (fig. 4) is in the order of 55 percent with 6 km 
of displacement on the Hinesburg thrust and 0.85 km of 
movement on the Arrowhead Mountain thrust. The Milton cross 
sections clearly show the change in structural style and 
fabric that occurs as one crosses from the foreland to the 
hinterland . 

The foregoing conclusions are consistent with the character 
of each of the fault zones. The Champlain thrust fault is 
marked by gouge, welded breccias and pressure solution 
features (Stanley, 1987). An estimate of the confining 
presssure based on the stratigraphic thickness (2700 m) of 
the hangin gwall block is 0.73 kbars which corresponds to 
approximately 2 . 5 km below the earth's surface. This assumes 
the fault is a Taconian feature. At this depth the 
temperature would be in the order o f 100° C assuming a 
geotherma l gradient of 20° to 30° C/ km. (Strehle and 
Stanley , 1986, fig . 5) . The gouge and cataclastic features 
are consistent with these estimates and suggest that if the 
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hangingwall block at the longitude of Lone Rock Point did 
involv e a repeated section or tectonic load, the additional 
section was small . The Arrowhead Mountain thrust fault, on 
the other hand, is another story. The shaley dolostone 
slivers in the fault zone are welded cataclasites that 
contain a later, fault-related, pressure-solution cleavage. 
In the quartzite near the fault surface the quartz shows 
undulose extinction, deformation lamellae, and, limited 
recrystallization whereas the feldspar is fractured and 
twinned. Oriented sericite occurs along cleavage surfaces in 
the quartzite (Strehle and Stanley, 1986). Because the 
stratigraphy of the hangingwall block is only slightly 
thicker (2900 m.) than the Champlain slice the fault-zone 
fabric along the Arrowhead Mountain thrust fault should be 
similar to the Champlain thrust. The fabric at Arrowhead 
Mountain, how e ver, has clearly formed at an high e r 
temperature and pressure because it involves 
recrystallization of quartz and the growth of sericite. 
Strehle and Stanley (1986, fig. 5) suggest temperatures in 
the order 200° C to 250° C which is in agreement with oxygen 
and ca rbon isotope temperatures of 210-295° C from calcite 
and dolomite asse mblages in the weakly metamorphos ed 
carbonate rocks directly west of the Lincoln massif 40 km to 
the south. These temperatures correspond to pressures of 
approximately 2 . 5 kbars or 7.5 - 8 . 0 km. These fabrics and 
the corresponding estimates indicate that the Arrowhead 
Mountain thrust must have carried a tectonic load of mor e 
than double th e standard stratigraphic section. This load 
would correspond to the hangingwall block o f the Hinesburg 
thrust (fig. 4). 

The sto ry for the Hinesburg thrust fault is again similar to 
that of the Arrowhead Mountain thrust. At Hinesburg the 
quartzite with in 25 m. of the faul t has been extensive 
recrystallized and mylonitic textures become progessively 
well developed as the fault contact is approached. An 
ultramylonite marks the fault surface. Feldspar grains are 
fractured and bent but show l i ttle signs of recystallization. 
Sericite, chlorite, and stilpnomelane are present along the 
fault related cleavages. The de formation f e atures in 
quartz and feldsp a r indicat e that deformation occurred below 
450° C (Voll, 1976). Strehle and Stanley (1986; fig. 5) 
suggest temperatures in the order of 350° C which would 
correspond to pr essu r es in the order of 3. 5 km or 11 to 12 
km . Clearly the upper plate of th e Hinesburg thrust must 
hav e carried older thrust faults that rooted in the 
pr e -Silurian section to t he east (Underhill slice of Stanley 
a nd Ratcliffe, 1985, fig 2A , pl. 1). Thus the fabrics along 
the Champlain, Arrowhead Mount a in and Hinesburg thrust faults 
deve loped under progressive mor e ductile conditions as a 
resu lt of h igher t emperatures and pressures generated by an 
increasing tectonic load. 

Most of the deformation in western Vermont occurred during 
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the Taconi an Orogeny. This · conclusion is based on regional 
considerations (Sta nley and Ratcliffe, 1985) and the analysis 
of available isotopic data (Sutter and others, 1985) . 
Mesozoic deformation in the form of extensional faults and 
igneo us activity clea rly affected the region ( McHone and 
Bulter, 1984; Stanley, 1980). Available evidence, however, 
can not rule out limited Acadian or even Alleghenian 
deformation. 

PartiGipants of this field trip will see the change in 
structure and fabric as they cross the foreland from South 
Hero Island to the western margin of the hinterland at the 
Hinesburg thrust fault at Mechanicsville, Vermont. 

ITINERARY 

ALL STO?S ARE LOCATED ON GEOLOGIC OR TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS. A 
MILEAGE LOG IS NOT INCLUDED. 

Assemble at th e Apple Store on the south side of Rou te 2 in 
the village of South Hero at 8:30 AM. The first three stops 
will be on South Hero Island (fig. 5). PLEASE DO NOT USE 
HAMMER S ON THIS TRIP. LEAVE THEM IN THE CAR. 

STOP 1 - West Shore of South Hero Island. This stop 
illustrates the low level of deformation that cha ra cterizes 
much of the west shore of the Champlain Islands and the 
eastern shore of New York in the area of Plattsburg. Local 
areas of moderate deformation, however, do exist where 
bedding plane faults and high-angle faults cut the bedrock. 
These outcrops of shale and thin micrite beds are in the 
Stony Point Shale. Note that the bedding, which is nearly 
horizontal, is cut by a poorly developed cleavage that is 
only developed in the shale beds. The cleavage dips very 
gently to the east and is interpreted to result from simple 
shear parallel to the bedding. Thin l ayers of calcite are 
present on some of the beds. Those layers that are marked by 
prominent sl ickenlines are bedding plane faults. As we wil l 
see at other o ut crops today, the larger faults are marked by 
thicker layers of lineated calcite . 

STOP 2 - Lessor' s Quarry (fig. 6) - This quarry is located in 
the fossiliferous Glens Falls Limestone. The quarry contains 
some of the finest evidence of pressure solution in western 
Vermont. The cleava ge (S1 ), which is discontinuous and wavy, 
is a classical pressure solution feature with well develop ed 
selvedges that truncate fossils and offset bedding. A small 
anticline at the south edge of the quarry contains adjustment 
faults at its hinge that end along cleavage zones with thick 
cl a y selvedges. 

The major structures in the 
faults . These faults are 
west -tre n ding slickenlines 

quarry are bedding-plane 
marked by calcite layers 

and a fault-zon e cleavage 
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Near the larger faults the S1 cleavage is rotated (Sr) toward 
the plane of the fault. Note that both St and Sr dip gently 
to the east and indicate that movement on the b edding faults 
was to the west. The St cleavage forms as a result of simple 
shear on the faults. The anticl ine along the southwall and 
edge of the quarry is formed from a small duplex. 
Unfortunately, the best evidence f or this duplex has been 
excavated. 

On the northeast side of the quarry (fig. 6) a syncline and 
an associated blind , synformal thrust fault are truncated by 
the major thrust fault that is continuous across the north 
wall of the quarry. The origin of this structure is not 
clear, but it is thought to be associated with a duplex or 
ramp below the level of the quarry floor. 

STOP 3 - "THE BEAM" - THIS IS A SUPERB OUTCROP THAT SERVES AS 
A FIELD LAB ORATORY FOR RESEARCH AND TEACHING OF FORELAND 
DEFORMATION. PLEASE STUDY IT. USE YOUR CAMERAS BUT NOT YOUR 
HAMMERS. REFER TO FIGURES 7, 8 , AND 9 . 

The outcrop is located in the Cumberland Head Formation 
approximately 5 miles (8 km.) west of the exposed front of 
the Champlain thrust fault or approximately 4600 ft . (1400 
m.) below the restored westward projection of the thrust 
surface. The major questions that will be discussed are: 1. 
How do ramp faults form ? , 2. Are there criteria to determine 
if imbricate thrust faults develop toward the foreland or 
hinterland ? , 3 . What is the relation between faulting and 
cleavage development ?, 4. What processes are involved in the 
formation of fault zones ? , 5. Are there criteria that 
indicate the relative impo rt ance and duration of motion along 
a fault zone ?, 6 . Is there evidence that abnormal pore 
pressure existed during faulting ?, and finally 7 . What is 
the structural evolution of the imbricate f a ults ? The 
first six questions will be largely addressed by direct 
evidence at the outcrop . The last question will be answered 
by palinspastically restoring the imbricated and cleaved 
sequence to its undeformed state (fig . 9). 

THB OUTCROP 

Five imbricate thrust faults and associated ramps a re exposed 
in profile section in a foot thick bed of micrite that 
extends 14 m a long an azimuth of N 80 E (f ig. 7a). The 
imbricate fa ul t can be fur ther classified as a central duplex 
of three horsts that are separated from two simple ramps at 
eit h er e nd of the outcrop by approximately 2 . 5 m of flats. 
The micrite bed is surrounded by at least 1.5 m of 
well-cleaved calcareous shale . Bedding plane faults are 
present along the upper and lower surface of the micrite 
wh ere they merge with ramp faults that cut across the micrite 
bed at an angle of approximately 30 degrees. The lo wer 
bedding plane fault or floor thrust is relatively planar a n d 
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the fault zone is thick compared to the 
faults which are folded in the ramp 
faults, and the fault zones are thin. 
plane fault forms the roof thrust for 
Along the intervening flats the upper 
planar although they are cut by the 

upper bedding plane 
areas, cut by ramp 

The upper bedding 
the central duplex. 

faults are generally 
S1 cleavage in many 

places. The lower bedding plane fault is the major 
decollement across the outcrop. Older 
are also present throughout the shale 
by the penetrative S 1 cleavage. 

bedding planes faults 
where they are offset 

All the fault surfaces are covered by layers of sparry 
calcite that vary in thickness from several millimeters to 
4-6 em. The thickest zone is found along the decollement or 
floor thrust whereas th e thinest zone is found along the 
older bedding plane faults in the calcareous shale (fig. 7a). 
In all but the thinest layers, the calcite is arranged in 
distinct layers that are separated by d isc ontinuous selvedge 
of dark gray shale. Each of the layers are marked by grooves 
or slickenlines that trends N 56 W and are essentially 
parallel from layer to layer (7b) . In sections oriented 
pe~pendicular to the layering and parallel to the 
slickenlines the shale selvedges are more parallel to each 
other than in sections cut perpendicular to the slickenlines 
where the selvedges either anastomse or conform to the cross 
section of the grooves . In the parallel sections, however, 
some of the selvedge layers are truncated by more continuous 
surfaces . One of these can be traced for 1.5 m or more along 
the de colle ment. At a number of places along the differ e nt 
fault zones small dikes of sparry calcite have intruded the 
lower part of the calcite-shale layers. The fault-zon e 
fabri cs are most clearly displayed along the decollement 
wh ere the cal ci te-selvedge layers are more abundance. 

Fractures are common throughout the micrite bed where they 
are oriented at either a high ang le or low angle to the 
bedding. Most fractures are fill ed with sparry ca lcite. 
The most prominent fractures are arranged in en echelon 
arrays that c l imb either to the west or the east. Most of 
these arrays are located in ramps areas and along the 
west -fa ci ng limbs or small flexures. A few are present in 
t h ~ flat r eg ions of the bed . The fract ur es in many of the 
arrays in the ramp regions are folded and some are cut by 
young e r generations of en echelon fr actu res. In the eastern 
ramp the hangingwall and footwall are cut by near-vertical 
fra ctures that are filled with fragments of the surrounding 
micrite embedded in sparry calcite so as to form clastic 
dikes. 

Two, well developed, pressure-solution cleavages are present 
throughout the calcareous shale. Th e first and most 
conspicuous one, S1, strikes N 20 E and dips 60 to the east 
(fig. 7b). This orientation is a n average based on 
measurements taken across the verti c al face of the outcrop 
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becaus e the individual S1 surfaces are quite wavy along 
strike. As a result they form a distinct diamond-shape 
pattern on the bedding surface. The acute angle of the 
d ia mond pat tern is approximately 30 degrees in the shale and 
50 degre es in the mi c rite bed. This geometry indicates a 
moderat e level of cleavage development according to the 
scheme of Alvarez and others (1976) . S1 surfaces are cove red 
by a black, carbon -ri ch selvedge of illit e and kaolinite 
which is less than 0 . 5 em thick. Although many of the 
clea vage surfaces are vertically co ntinu ous through the 
shale, some of them are short and discontinuous with tapered 
ends. The thickest selvedge occurs on the most continuous 
surfaces. The surfaces of the selvedge are not lineated 
although some are polished . The S1 clea vage offsets bedding 
and the o lder bedding-plane thrust faults with a 
down - to-the - eas t sense throughout much of the outcrop . This 
displacement is greatest where a selvedge is the thickest and 
it gradually is reduced to zero as a selvedge thins toward 
the tapered e nds of the shorter cleavage surfaces. The 
average width of the mi c r ol ithons between the S1 surfaces is 
5 . 6 em thick. The S 1 clea vag e not only cuts the older 
beddin g -pla n e faults bu t c uts ac ro ss most of the roof faults 
on top of the micrite bed. 

A second, well developed cleavage, St, is resticted to a 
foot-thick zone directly below the decollement (fig. 7a). 
The individual cleavage surfaces are thinner (about 1 mm 
thick), more closely spaced (about 1 em or more), and are 
covered wit h a thi n selvedge (less than 1 mm). Furthermore, 
St dips to the east at o n ly 6 de grees c ompared to the steeper 
dip of S1 . St is also developed along the roof thrust of the 
micrite bed, but the zone is thinner and it is more diffi cult 
to r ecogn ize be cause the roof faults have been folded i n the 
ramp areas a nd def o rm e d by S 1. Th e S t cleavage is definit el y 
r ela t ed to movement of the thrust faults becau se it is only 
found n ear the faults and it is absent away from them. 

I n the zone near the decollement and the r oof faults the S1 
cleavage is rotated east wa rd so t h at the steeper 60 degree 
dip in the shale is reduced to 25 degre es ( fig. 7b). The 
strike of the rotated S 1 (hereafter referred to as Sr) is the 
same as S 1 away from the faults . The c ounterclockwise 
rotation of S1 throu g h an angle of shear of 35 degr ees 
indicates that movement o n the decollement was east -over-west 
alon g a direction of N 56 W as indicated by the slickenlines 
along the decolle ment . This sense of displacement is 
co n siste n t with the orientation of S t sinc e the normal to St 
wou ld corres pon d to the direction of maximum finite 
co mpr essive strain. 

Cleavage, similar to S 1 and St, is t otally absent from the 
micrite b ed . In a few places, however, a very thin (less 
mm), styolitic to very irregu lar c l eavage is oriented 
perpendicular to bedd i ng in the micrite. This c leavage is 
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not developed uniformly throughout the micrite. Wher e it is 
form ed the cleavage surfaces are separated from each other by 
at least 6-10 em. The form, orientation and limited 
distribution of this cleavage indicates that it formed very 
early in the deformation sequence while compression was 
essentially parallel to the planar micrite bed. 

RAMP FAULTS 

All the east-dipping ramp faults develop from arrays of 
west-climbing, en echelon fractures. Although a few of the 
fractures are cavities covered by terminated calcite 
crystals, most of them are completely filled with spa rry 
calcite. The sequence by which these faults develop is well 
displayed in a few gently folded parts of the micrite bed and 
in the ramp regions where the en echelon arrays ~re folded or 
cut by continuous ramp faults. These arrays appear to 
nucleate along the west-facing limbs of slightly asymmetrical 
buckle folds. The individual extension fractures within the 
arrays dip more steeply to the west by values of 7 to 11 
degrees than the nearby bedding at the boundary of t he 
micrite bed. The sequence continues with the rot a tion of the 
extension fractures by distributed shear strain along the 
west-climbing array. The . individual fracture continued to 
grow as the older central parts of the fra ctu res were ro tated 
counterclockwise to produce S shaped fractures. Shear 
strains along these arrays werecalculated using equation 2.3 
of Ramsay and Huber (1983) and are in the order of 1.4 (54 
degrees). These strains indicate that at least 5.6 em of 
displacement occurs across the arrays before they fail along 
a ramp fault. During this time new arrays of planar 
fractures were developed over the older arrays thus producing 
a weakened zone along the trend of the array. As 
generations of fractures were superposed they eventually 
coalesced and developed into ramp faults as demonstrated by 
deformed fracture arrays in the footwall and hangwall which 
are truncated by the ramp faults. The presence of sparry 
calcite and cavities in the fractures indicates that the 
fractures opened rapidly and at a shallow enough level in the 
crust so that the micrite bed was strong enough to support 
the shape of the cavities. 

East-climbing, en echelon fra cture arrays are also present in 
the micrite where they tend to concentrate in the ramp 
regions. Unlike the fractures in the west-climbing arrays, 
the individual extension fractures in the east-climbing 
arrays are either parallel to or dip more steeply to the east 
than bedding. These angular relations are important because 
they indicate that the east-climbing arrays were not formed 
at the same time as the west-climbing arrays. Although some 
of the fractures in these arrays are deformed into Z shapes, 
none of the arrays developed into west-over-east faults or 
backthrusts. Calculated shear strains along these arrays 
give a maximu m value of 1.1 (47 degrees). I suggest that 
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they formed as a result of continued compression after the 
ramp faults were locally locked and before failure developed 
in another ramp zone farth er to the west. 

Th e orient at ion of the extension, or perhaps true tension, 
fractures in the micrite bed are important because they 
indicate the relative position of the bedding relative to the 
direction of maximum compressive stress (Sigma 1) which was 
essentially h orizontal during deformation. During the early 
stage of deformation bedding was essentially parallel to 
Sigma 1 because the styolitic cleavage, which forms 
perpendicular to sigma 1, is perpendicular to bedding. The 
bedding then rotated eastward so that the extension fractures 
in the west - c limbing arrays formed at a more-westerly 
inclined angle than bedding. East-over-west displacement in 
bedding plane faults could occur at this time because the 
finite shear stress was now high enough to overcome 
frictional resistence. Subsequent formation of ramp faults 
and their evolution led to the development of the east 
climbing arrays as a result continued co mpression. Th e 
orientation of these extension fractures is then controll e d 
by the local orientation of sigma 1 in the ramp regions. 
Single, bed - parallel fractures in the flat regions of the 
micrite bed could have formed any time during the deformation 
sequence. 

FAULT CHRONOLOGY 

The discussion here will concentrate on the chronology of 
faults that are present within and in direct contact with the 
micrite bed. The bedding plane faults in the surrounding 
shales are clea rly older than these faults because they are 
c ut and offset by the S1 cleavage. Although the bedding 
plane faults that are in direct contact with the micrite bed 
may have formed o riginally at this time there is abundant 
evidence that they cer t ai nly wer e a c t ive long after those in 
the shale. Their average age therefore is younger. 
Furthermore, they play an essential role in the development 
of the ramp faults. 

The evidence for the relativ e age of each of the faults is 
found in the regions where the r am p faults merge with the 
roof a nd floor faults. For example, in the western part of 
figure 7a the ramp fault (Tn - 1 ) cuts across the upper - bedding 
plane fault (Tn-2) of the hangingwall block but merges 
asym t op ica l ly with the floor fault (Tn) of the footwall 
block. Furthermore, the r oof fault of the hangingwall block 
is folded and cut by S1 c leavage. At the junction of the 
ramp fault and the floor fault, th e quasipl anar slip surfaces 
in the calcite-shale fault zone cut across the fault zone of 
the ramp fault. The relative age relations therefore are 
clear - the oldest fault of the three is the roof thrust and 
is designated Tn-2. The youngest fault is the floor thrust 
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(Tn). Th is same relative chronlogy applies to all the ramps 
and duplexe s to the east. 

Several important conclusions result from this analysis. 
First, the imbricate faults which comprise the roof, ramp, 
and floor fault system become younger to the west or the 
foreland for the Northern Appalachians. This conclus i on is 
based on direct evidence and not an assumption on the fault 
sequence. Second, the floor fault is continually reactivated 
during the evolution of the fault system. The average age of 
the fault zone therefore becomes younger to the west. It is 
a time transgressive structure in very sense of the wo rd. 
Furthermore, it is the most continuous fault in the outcrop. 
This second conclusion explai ns why the fault zone for the 
floor fault is thicker than the fault zones along the ramp or 
roof faul t s. The floor fault has been active for a longer 
p erio d of time than any of the other faults. The thickness 
and continuity of a fault zone therefore are directly related 
to the duration of motion of a given fault. How far th i s 
relationship can be carried to faults in other sequence is 
uncertain. It does seems to hold true for the shale secti o n 
in western Vermont. 

The geometry of the westward-younging faults in the mi c rite 
bed is distinctive a flat, continuous floor fault with 
f o lded roof faults that are cut by ramp faults along their 
steeper west-facing limbs (fig. 7a). This is the standard 
"piggyback" sequence described for many mountain chains in 
which the thrust faults young toward the foreland (Boyer and 
Elliot, 1982; for example). Would the geometry, however, be 
different for an eastward-younging sequence or, in this case 
of the Northern Appalachians, a sequence that would young 
toward the hinterland? As shown in figure 8, the answer is 
yes . Here the roof fault can take on various configurations 
as irregularities caused by earlier ramp anticlines are 
eliminated by continued movement on the roof fau l t zone. 
Note that each of the ramp faults are trun c ated by the 
younger roof thrust. The floor faults are irregular and are 
cut successively by each of the ramp faults to the east. 
Ramps and duplexes with this geometry have not been 
recognized in the shales of western Vermont. 

FAULT - ZONE DEPOSITS 

With our understanding of fault chronology and importance, I 
now c onsider the processes by which the sparry calcite and 
shale are formed a l ong the fault zones. Because the floor 
fault has been active throughout the development of the 
imbricate system one can find the most complete history there 
compared to the other faults where the history has been 
shorter and less complex. The fact that the average age of 
the fault zone along the flo o r fault is older to the east 
than the west, further suggests that more of its history will 
be recorded at the eastern part of the outcrop than the 
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8 Co11parison between l11bricata thrust faults that beco me 
y ou n ger towa r d the foreland (foreland sequence) and th ose 
t hat become younger toward the hinterland ( hinterland 
sequences). In all models the ramp faults are numbered 
1, 2 , and 3 in the direction of the ramp with the 
youngest age. In A, the foreland seque nc e, the older 
roof thrusts are cut by the younger re:ap faults (loc. B) 
whereas the ramp faults are cut by the floor thruat 
neareat the foreland (loc. A). The age and the 
fault-zone fabric along the floor thrust become older a n d 
•o r e co•plex toward the hinterland. In the hinterland 
sequences ea c h floor thrust toward the f o reland is cut by 
the ramp fault with the next higher nuaber toward the 
hinterland (J o e . A, for exa•ple). T he r o of thrusts 11ust 
c ut ocroas f o lded bedding (not shown) along the l1 11 b 
fa c ing the foreland (J o e. B) in B and C. D is considered 
an unlikaly possibility in nature be c ause the roof thru st 
auat cut across ~he atrong rocks of the " beaa" rath e r 
than (ollov the veak layer between the "beam" and the 

lloor thr ut l 

overlying shale. In all hinterland sequenc es the ·~e and 
fau l t - zone fabrics along the roof thrust become oiJer and 
11ore complex toward the foreland. In C the nu11ber of 
roof thrusts in c reases toward the fo reland. Their 
individual fault fabr>cs aoay be relatively simple s1nce 
they aay not be involved w1th repeated aovement during 
each i11brication. The po s ition o f the sediaentary 
contacts, here defined as a c ontact that is not 1ovolved 
vith shortening of the "b e aao", is a very iapo rtant 
criterion that separetea f o reland from hinterland 
eequences. In the hintorlond sequences eit h er the 
anticllnal l111b Ca c 1ng the f o reland (B and C) or the full 
racp anticline (E_) are o e di11~ ntary- c ontacts. In the 
f o r el and sequenc e the reap thrust c aps all the 
ant ic lin e s. A baaic a sauapt io n in a l l th e se aodels is 
th a t !aults th a t ha ve underg o n e repeat e d mO\te•ent during 
thei r e vo luti o n v ll l be p la nor or ge o m e ~ri c ally e1m p l e . 
Thos e fa ul t o r e t he la b o l lo d the "a c tive faults" 1n the 
aodol s . 



western part. The fabric along the floor fau lt , however, 
appears to be just as complex to the west as it is to the 
east. I have not been able to ide n tified any feature that 
can be correlated directly with age. Other such factors as 
fault junctions in the ramp or duplex areas and broad 
flexures along the intervening flats control the thickness 
and complexity of the fault zone and, hence, overshadow any 
age-related fabric that might be preserved along the length 
of the fault. Leonard ( 1985) studied the fault zones in the 
field and in oriented thin sections cut parallel and 
perpendicular to the slickenlines. 

The important facts that bare on the evolution of the 
fault - zones are the following: 

1) All the faults zones are filled with veins of sparry 
calcite and minor quartz which are generally or i ent ed either 
parallel or at a low angle to the fault surface. Vertical 
veins, which commonly join sills higher in the fault zone, 
are more common in the lowest layers of the fault zone and in 
the shale directly beneath the fault zone. Here in the shale 
some of the thinnest veins are filled with fibrous calcite 
and shale chips which are alined parallel to the vein wa l ls 
in the typical "crack - seal" pattern of Ramsay (1980) . 

2) Discontinuous, dark, styolitic clay laminae with 
concentra t ions of quartz adjacent to or within the laminae 
are interlayered with the calcite in all but thinnest z ones. 
The laminae are identical in appearance to the selvedges on 
the S1 cleavage surfaces. Some of the clay laminae are 
continuous with chips of shale which are either completely 
enclosed within a calcite layer or occur at the boundary 
between two calcite veins. These shale chips preserve 
varying degrees of pressure solution. For example, some of 
the c hips are similar to the undeformed shale in microlithons 
away from fault zones whereas others have dark, thin 
selvedges within the chip and along their edges. 

3) A relative planar surface decorated with 
laminae cuts older surfaces in the fault - zone deposit 
continuous for 1.5 or 3 m along the floor fault. 
surfaces as this are called slip surfaces. 

shale 
and is 

Such 

4) The size of the sparry calcite is directly 
proportional to vein width. Most grains are bladed in form, 
but their long axes is not prefferentially alined. The 
calcite in all the layers is twinned with the greatest 
density occuring in the thinner layers between shale lamina e 
where the grains are turbid and small. The larger grains in 
thi c ker layers nearest the planar slip surface are generally 
more twinnned than are those grains in veins further away. 

5) Quartz occurs 
quartz crystals a re 
wide calcite veins. 

in a 
found 

The 

variety of forms. 
here and there in 
quartz is deformed 

Large euhedra l 
the middle of 

by frac tu re 
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whereas the calcite is twinned. Small c rystals occur along 
the e d ges of selvedges. Very small grains with orient e d C 
axes and indistinct borders are oriented parallel to some 
vein boundaries. In o th er areas calcite and quartz appear to 
be randomly interg rown with indistinct and irregular 
boundaries. The quartz in the mi crolitho ns in the shale away 
from faults is equant where a s it is elliptical in the well 
cleavage zone within a foot of the floor fault. 

6) The slickenlines on each of the vein layers are formed 
by grooves rathe r than calcite fibers. 

7) The calcite-shale layers tend to be more parallel in 
sections cut parallel to the slickenlines rather than they 
a r e in sections cut perpendicular to the slickenlines where 
the layers are irregular or anastomose. 

It is clear from the foregoing information that the calcite 
has been intruded along the faults after the initial cohesion 
had been broken along the shale-shale or shale-micrite 
contacts where th e strength contrast is the greatest and t he 
cohesive strength the weakest. Once such a zone ha s 
developed and i s filled with calcite, it becomes a zone of 
weakness. Subsequent failure likely occurred along the 
calci t e - shale interface and resulted in scabs and chips of 
the shale being incorporated into the fault zone. Other 
shale fragments ma y have be en sh e ared in along faults or 
carried in along thi ck veins. During renewed movement the 
calcite and quartz were dissolved from the shale to form the 
black selvedges which are interlayered with the calcite and 
decorate the slip surfaces. These boundaries then formed 
weak planes along which subsequent movement occurred within 
th e fault zones. As the fault zone thickened movement could 
o cc ur along planar s urfa ces ( slip surfaces) which smoothed 
out the irregular geometry formed by ramp zones and broad 
folds in the intervening flat regions of the micrite bed. 
Movement therefore was no longer restricted to the 
calcite - sha le b ounda~ies of thin fault zones, but could occur 
along any favorably situated calcite-selvedge boun d ary. The 
r e sulting c lay selvedge then a c ted as a catalys t that 
f aci litated solution of cal c ite from the selv e dge- ca l ci te 
b c undary of the surrounding veins. This process resulted in 
the stylolitic form of the selvedge. Leonard ( 1985) 
suggested that preferential solution in the direction of 
fault movement produced the slickenline grooves and the 
stylolitic selvedges best seen in se c tions c ut perpendicular 
to the slickenlines. 

Because the floor fault was continually active during the 
evolution of the imbricate system, it i s not surprising to 
find evidence for repeated vein injection in the form of 
numerous crosscutting veins in the thick fault zone deposit. 
During each of these events the influx of fluid and the 
subsequent crys talliza tion were relatively rapid so that 
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sparry calcite formed rather than fibered calcite . As the 
fault zone thickened with layers of calcite and clay 
selvedge, ne w veins could form along any surface of weakness 
within the fault zone rather than being confined to the outer 
borders with the country rock . As movement continued across 
the fault zone , the calcite in the older veins became heavily 
twinned and severely strained . Repeated solution of calcite 
along their boundaries with the adjacent clay selvedges 
reduced their thickness and produced the common observation 
that calcite in many of the thin n er veins are heavily 
twi n ned . 

The senario that has been inferred from the fault zone 
fabrics and the relative age relations among the fau lts 
suggests that fault movement was intermittent with each event 
occuring rapidly . During the intervening time deformation in 
the f a ult zone may have been restricted to twinning in the 
calcite . 

SHORTENING AND CLEAVAGE DEVELOPMENT 

The shortening across the o u tcross is conveniently recorde d 
by the folds in the ramps areas and structural overlap across 
the faults. The displacement on each of the faults in the 
micrite bed ranges from 7.6 to 48 . 3 em which adds up to a 
total displacement of 134 em ( 1. 34 m) over a present 
horizontal distance of 10 . 7 m. The five anticlines over 
ramps and the b r oad folds a l ong the flats account for 
approximately 12 . 7 em of additional shortening so that the 
total shortening equal 146 . 7 em (1 . 47 m). These values 
correspond to a shortening of 1 3 . 7 percent of wh ich folding 
only accounts for 8.7 percent of the total reduction in 
length. 

In the shale the co rrespondine shortening is provided by 
volum e reduction across the cleavage surfaces, S 1 and to a 
far lesser degree St . It is clear that these cleavages 
formed by pressure solution because they are marked by 
insoluble residue. Furthermor e the abundance of ca lcite and 
minor quartz in fractur es and along the faults indica tes that 
these two minerals were dissolved from the calcareous shale 
and deposited in nearby openings . In order to see if the 
shortening determined from the micrite bed is comparable to 
the shortening in the shale , an independent estimate 
therefore was made for the shale by determining the 
percentage of insoluble material. Sa mples of suitable 
material from four different microlithons wher e immersed in 
hydrochloric acid until all the soluble material was 
eliminated . The fi n al average residue was 36 percent of the 
o r i gin a 1 mas s ( a range o f 3 2% t o. 3 9% f o r 4 sam p 1 e s ) . The 
number of cleavage selvedges was then counted across a 
present outcrop width of 7.9 m measured perpendicular to the 
cleavage . The total width of the selvedges (a range of 35 . 4 
to 54 em) was then multiplied by 2 . 8 to given an estimate of 
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the original width now represented by the cleavages (99 to 
152 em). The original length of the present 7.9 m width was 
then estimated to be 8 . 8 to 9. 5 em. Shortening was then 
calculated to be in the range of 11 to 16 percent. Although 
this range overlaps the shortening value determined from the 
"b eam ", the shale value is less accurate because there is 
more error in estimating the thickness and number of the 
cleavage selvedges. 

I therefore conclude that the formation of the cleavage and 
consequent shortening in the shale occurred during imbricate 
fau lting in the micrite bed. Although this conclusion may 
seem intuitively obvious, it does have important implications 
for the evolution of the cleavage. Because I have already 
proven ~hat the faults represent a time-transgressive 
sequence that developed from east to west, I must also 
conclude that the cleavage in the surrounding shales 
developed in a similar mannner. Unlike my earlier 
cone l us ion, this relation is far from obvious if my 
observations were restricted just to the cleaved shale. In 
fact it is the existence of the mi crite bed and its fault 
geometry that allows me to conclude that the cleavage in the 
shale is indeed a time transgressive phenomena. 

The next problem is the origin of Sr, the rotated cleavage, 
and St the finely spaced cleavage below the floor thrust. 
Because Sr is simply the dominant S1 cleavage that has been 
r ota ted in simple shear near the floor and roof faults, it 
had to form during subsequent displacement on the se faults. 
Measurements of cleavage rotation taken at 8 locations below 
the micrite bed averaged 36 degrees whereas similar 
measure ments taken at 7 locations above the micrite bed 
averaged 27 degrees (Table 1). These line rotations 
correspond to angular shear strains of 51 degrees for the 
floor thrust and 33 degrees for the various r oof thrusts 
using equation 2 . 3 of Ramsay and Huber (1983) in whi c h Gamma, 
the shear strain= cot alpha - cot alpha'. In this equation 
alpha and alpha' are the angles of S 1 and St respectively 
from the fault surface. The fact that the Sr cleavage below 
the thrust has been rotated in most cases through a greater 
angle of shear than Sr above the thrust is consistent with my 
earlier conclusion that the floor thrust was active 
throughout d eformatio n whereas the individual roof faults are 
short lived and are only active during the time interval 
between the formation of each of the imb r i cate faults . 

The St cleavage clearly formed after Sr because it cuts 
across Sr at a low angle and is not folded or rotated near 
a ny of the faults. Although St is best developed below the 
floor thrust, it is also present just above the roof thrusts 
where the cleavage is less distinct and occupies a thinner 
zone compa red to the comparable cleavage along the floor 
thrust . Because the St cleavage is confined to a narrow zone 
near the faults, it most likely developed as a result of 
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simple shear which rotated the S1 cleavage. In order to test 
thi s hy pothesis the angle between St a nd the nearby fault , 
0', was measur e d and compared with a calculated value 
predicted by the Rams ay equation Tan 2 0 ' =2/ga mma (Ramsay and 
Huber, 1983 , equation 2.4 ;Table 1, this paper). The values of 
gamma we r e ca lculated f r o m the rotation of the cleavage using 
the equation described in the foregoing paragraph (Ramsay and 
Huber, 1983 , eq. 2.3). This equation predicts the acute 
a n gle , 0 ', between the p l a n e d-efined by Lamda 1 and Lamda 2 
of the strain ellipsoid (long axis o f the strain ellipse in 2 
dimensions) and t h e plane of simple shear which in this cas e 
is the fault surface. In the ideal case of simple shear the 
St cleavage will be parallel to the Lamda 1-Lamba 2 principal 
plane of the strain ellipsoid. Thus the calculated and 
obse r ved values should be the same within the mar g in of error 
providing no mecha n ism o ther than simple shear wa s i nvo lved . 
Along the floor fault the calcu lated a n gle betw ee n St and the 
fault is an ave r age o f 29 d egrees for 8 separate loca ti o ns. 
The observed va l ue , however, was an average of 21 degrees. 
Al ong the higher r oof thrust th e c al culate d angle between St 
and the nearby fa ult was a n average o f 37 de gr e es for 6 
locations whereas the observed value wa s 32 deg rees. 
Although the sa mple population was small and the 
corresponding standard deviations large for bot h the 
calculated and observed values, the differences do suggest 
two important relations. First, th e a n gle 0' between the St 
cleavage and the f ault is l a r ger along th e r oo f thrust than 
it is for the f l oo r thrust. This relation simply reflects 
the smaller shear strain along the roof thru s t compared to 
the floor thrust. Second, a nd mor e importantly, the 
calc u lat ed angle 0 ' between St and the ne arby faults is 
consistently larger than the obse rved a ngle by v a lues that 
range f rom 8 degrees for the floor thrust to 5 d eg rees for 
the roof thrust. This relat i o n is important b eca use it 
s u ggests e ither that th e St cle ava ge has been subsequentl y 
flatte ned by some sort of vertical loading after simp l e shear 
or that th e volume reduction, whi ch h as occurred during the 
for mat ion of t h e St cleavage , has indeed reduced the 0 ' 
angle . The vol u me reduction asso ciate d with th e formation 
of the St cleavage was pr o bably less than the 10 percent 
calc ulated for the S1 beca u se th e St surfaces are mu ch 
trinner than S1 although they are more num erous. 

Are Sr and St time t r ansgressive? Because I ha v e 
demonstrated earlier that the floor f a ult and the respective 
roof fa u l t s are time transgressive, it must follow that both 
Sr a nd St a re a l so time trans g r essi v e to the west . This 
concl usion suggests that th e amount of rotation of Sr should 
a~so increase to the east pa r ticul a r l y al ong the floor thrust 
wher e the displacement is la rg er and h as t ake n place over a 
longer per i od of time. Although this feature wa s evaluated 
across the o u tcrop , I could not detect within the er ror of my 
me as ur e me n ts any such relati o n for Sr . This observation 
suggests that the process by wh ich the S1 cleavage is bent 
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essentially work hardens and another deformational mechanism 
progressively takes over as the angle of line rotation 
increases during simple shear. This process appears to be 
the formation of the pressure-solu t ion St cleavage because it 
is confined to the fault zone and is not bent like the older 
S r cleavage. My measurements suggest that the St cleavage 
probably developed when the S1 cleavage was rotated somewhere 
in the neighborhood of 35 degrees. 

EVOLU r iON OF STRUCTURES 

The evolution of the imbricate faults and the various 
cleavages described in the foregoing section is illustrated 
in a series of retrodeformed sections in figure 9. Section 1 
shows the outcrop at South Hero in its present state. 
Section 2 is developed by reversing the deformation 
associated with the youngest ramp fault at the western part 
of the outcrop. The remaining four sections are formed by 
systematically unfaulting the micrite bed from west to east 
in the reverse order of their formation. For example, in 
section 2 the hanging wall block (B, section 2) is unfolded 
as it is returned to its original position east of the 
footwall block (A, section 2). During this time the active 
fault which carried the eastern sequence westward was the 
floor thrust below segments D and E, the ramp fault just 
below segment C, and the roof thrust above segments B and A, 
whi ch were then undeformed. In the shale above and below 
this active fault the S1 cleavage is shown in a flatter 
position (Sr) as a result of rotation generated by 
east -over-west simple shear . Note that the rotated cleavage, 
Sr , is absent below blocks A and B since, at this time, the 
micrite bed is attached to t h e underlying shale. The 
fault-zone cleavage, St, is also shown in the shale along the 
ac tive fault. I believe that this cleavage developed during 
the evolution of the imbricate structu r es rather than after 
all the imbricate faults had formed because St is present, 
al thou g h poorly developed, along the roof thrust above each 
segment of the micrite bed. If the fault-zone cleavage had 
formed after all the imbricate fau lts had moved into place, 
then it (St) would only be found along the floor thrust. The 
St cleavage therefore must have developed during the 
formation of each imbricate fault. 

As a consequence of reversing the displacement on the fault 
and unfolding th e ramp fold, th e volume in the adjacent shale 
must be increase d by eliminating much of the cleavage below 
segme nts A and B of the micrite bed. Note, however, that the 
density of S1 cleavage in the thrust plate above segments A 
and B is essentially the same across section 2. This diagram 
is drawn in this way because I believe that the upper plate 
of the active fault was probably being shortened as a result 
of ramps or irregularities along the fault surface farther to 
the west . In actual fact, however, the density of S1 in the 
upp er plate must decrease to the west because, first, this is 
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what is observed to the west across South Hero Is land and, 
second, the overall stress intensity during deformation in 
theoretical models diminishes from the hinterland to the 
foreland (for example, Hubbert, 1951; Chapple, 1979; Davis 
and others, 1982). Thus at any one time the cleavage density 
not only dimishes toward the f o reland but it also changes in 
the same way from the upp er plate to the lower plate 
(compared sections 2 through 5). As deformation progresses 
older cleavage surfaces continue to grow in thic k ness and 
later&! extent and younge r surfaces nucleate in older 
mic ro lithons and grow essent ially parallel to the older S1 
su rfaces. In the end the S1 cleavage is uniformly developed 
across the outcrop and appears to the casual observer to be 
coeval across the outcrop bec au se its style and orientation 
are the same . As can be seen in these series of sections, 
however, that th e S1 cleavage is clearly a time trensgressive 
structure. 

Sections 3 , 4 and 5 sh ow the retrodeformation continuing to 
the east and are constructed in the same manner as section 2 . 
Thus the evolution of the imbricate system and its associated 
structures can be seen by studying diagrams 5 through 1. 
Cl earl y all the structures are time transgressive from east 
to wes t as they are traced through sections 5 to section 1. 
Durin g d e formation the floor thrust or basal decollement 
undergoes repeat e d west-directed movement. As a result the 
Sr cleavage is rotated to a larger ang l e along the floor 
thrust than it is along the roof thrusts. When this angle 
reaches values in the range of 30 to 35 degrees , i t appears 
that pressure solution takes over as the dominant shortening 
mechanism and the fault-zone cleavage, St, begins to be 
developed. Because the floor thrust continually moves the St 
c leavage is better developed there th a n along the higher roof 
faults. 

STOP 4 - THE CHAMPLAIN THRUST FAULT AT LONE ROCK POINT, 
BU RLINGTON, VERMONT The following discussi on is reprinted 
from The Centennial Field Guide, Volume 5, of the Geological 
Society of Ameri c a in 1986. All the figure numbers for this 
st op r efe r to those figures in the reprint. The reprinted 
di~cussion appears in Appendix 1. Figure 1 0 is a regiona l 
map showing the location of the Champlain thrust fa ult in 
western Vermont . The Long Rock Point lo ca lity is id en tified 
as " LRP". The Arrowhead Mountain thrust fault is located 
east of tpe Champlain th r ust fault and is identified by the 
letters "AMTF". 

STOP 5 - THE HINESBURG THRUST FAULT AT HINESBURG, VERMONT 
This is the cla ssic and best exposed locality for the 
Hinesburg thrust f ault (fig. 10, "HT FM " ). It conta ins many 
f a ult related fabrics that h av e recently been studied by 
Strehl e (1985) and published by Strehle and S tanley ( 198 6) in 
a bulletin of the Vermont Geological Survey (Studies in 
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Fi gu r e 1 0 Interpret.iltive Tectonic Hap of Vermont and ea stern New York 
showing the general location of the Arrowhead Mountain thrust fault (AMTrJ, 
the Hinesoucg thrust fault at MechanicSville (HTFHJ, and the Underhill 
thrust fault at Jerusalem (UTFJJ, and South Lincoln (UTfSLJ . The geological 
map is taken from Stanley and Ratcliffe (1985, Pl. 1. figure 2a1. Symool T 
in 116 is a glaucophane locality at Tilliston Peak. Short line with x's 
(llorcester l~ountalnSJ and line with chemos (Haunt Gr.-.ntl in C6 and 05 mark 
the Ordovician kyanite- chloritoid zones of Aloee (19681. Widely-spaced 
diaqonal lines in northcentral Vermont outline the reqion that contains 
medium-high pressure amphibolite s described by Laird and Albee (l98lbJ. 
Irregular ol.:>ck marks are ultramafic bod1es. Open teeth of thru s t fault 
symools mark speculative thrust zones. The tollo~t nq symools are qenerally 
l is ted fr om west to east. Yad, H1ddle ProterOZOIC o f the Adirondack massif; 
.!S • 1~1ddle Proterozoic of the""Green Mountain massif; YL, Hiddle Proterozoic 
of the Lincoln mass1f: Y, Htddle Proterozoic bet"'een thf! Green Hountaa.n 
mass1f and the Taconic sf1ce.s, Vermont: OC o, Cllmorian and Ordovician rocks 
of the cacbonate-silic icla stic platform:- tlft-clastic sequence of the 
Pinnacle (~I and Fairfield Pond f ormat ions (C2fJ and their equivalents on 
the east stdl! of the Lincoln and Gceen 1-tountaLn massifs, PhT, Philipscucq 
thrust ; HSoT, Hiqhgate Springs thrust; PT, Pinnacle thr\JS't; OT, Orwell 
thrust, rr-r:-underhill thrust ; HT. llines~rg thrust; U, ultramafic rocks; 
CZu , Underhill formati o n; C2uj, Jay Pe~k Hemoer of Undern1ll formation; OCr, 
Rowe Schist; Om. Moreto"'n Fo cmation: Oh, "Hawley Formation and 1t.s 
equivalents in Vermont; JS, J erusalem sl"iCe; US , Underhill slice; HNS, 
Hazens Notc h slice; MVF'I:. M1ssisquo1 Valley faultzone; PHS, Pinney Hollow 
slice; BHT. Belvidere t1ounta1n thrust; CHT, Coourn H1ll thrust; Oa, 
Ascot-l~eedon sequence in grid locat1on 7A . -- -
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Vermont Geology No.3). This publication also contains 
analyses of 0ther fault zones of western Vermont which will 
not be seen during this conference. The reader is referred 
to this paper or an earlier NEIGC trip by Gillespie and 
others ( 1972). 

The Hinesburg thrust fault separates the Cambrian-O rdo vician 
rocks of the platform sequence from the older, highly 
deformed metamorphic rocks of the eastern hinterland. As 
sh0wn in figure 4, the Hinesburg thrust fault developed along 
the overturned , sheared limb of a large re cumbent fold. This 
fault probably broke out from the overturned lim b of a 
fault-propagation fold (Suppe, 1985) and therefore is similar 
in origin to the Arrowhead Mountain thrust fault. To the 
south the Hinesburg thrust fault dies out somewhere in the 
overturn ed limb of the Lincoln massif (Tauvers , 1982; 
DiPiet ro, 1983 ; DelloRusso and Stanley, 1986). 

At the Mechanicsville locality the lower 40 m. of the 
Cheshire Quartzite is structurally overturned along the base 
of the upper plate of the Hinesburg thrust fault. Higher up 
the cliff the quartzite grades into the Fairfield Pond 
Formation of Tauvers (1982). The lower plate roc ks, which 
are poorly exposed, consist of carbonates of the Lo wer 
Ordovician Bascon Formation. Slivers of dark gray phyllite 
of the Brownell Mountain Phy llite are found at several 
localities along the fault trace. Chlorite, muscovite, and 
stilpnomelane are present in the quartzite. Muscovite and 
chlorite are present in the schist. Quartz is thoroughly 
recrystallized, but feldspar grains are fractured and bent. 

The following features should be studied here: 

1) The change in fabric 
The quartzite grades from 
to an ultramylonite near 
b e comes finer grained and 
number toward to fault . 

as the fault surface is approached. 
a protomylonite away from the fault 
the fault. In thin section quartz 
quartz porphyroclasts decrease in 

2) The presence of east-over-w es t or "s" shaped 
asymmetrical folds . These folds are related to simple shear 
along the fault and are not related to the overturned limb of 
the ol der Hinesburg nappe. Parasitic minor folds r e lat ed to 
this older structure would show a west-over-east or " Z " 
shaped asymmetry. 

3) The prominent compositional layering. This layering is 
not bedding but represents the axial surface schistosity of 
the olde r parasitic folds related to the Hinesburg nappe. It 
is overprinted by a younger schistosity that is associated 
with the east-over-west folds. These two sch i stosities 
become a composite mylonitic schistosity as the fault surface 
is approached. 
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4) The prominent mineral lineation consi.sting of elongate 
quartz and quartz clusters. 

5) "Z" shaped quartz veins that are associated with beds of 
quartzite. These structures are particularly interesting 
because the record progressive shear strain and 
mylonitization along the fault. The veins are confined to 
the metasandstone and metasiltstone layers and occur in at 
least 3 orientations. The least defomed veins are oriented 
(:d ther perpendicular to the layering or dip steeply to the 
west:. They are filled with straight quartz fibers oriented 
perpendicular to the vein walls and show no signs of 
recrystallization except where they cross older "Z" shaped 
veins (Warren, 1988, pers. comm. ). Here the fibers are 
reduced to smaller, nearly equant grains with undulose 
ext .i.nction. The most deformed veins are "Z" shaped and dip 
to the east. The older quartz fibers are completely replaced 
by fine grained, recrystallized quartz that forms a mylonite 
with distinct whitish layers oriented essentially parallel to 
the vein boundary. The third set is intermediate in 
orientation and deformation between the other two. The "Z" 
pattern develops because the shear strain (8.5 or an angle of 
shear of 84°) is higher in the pelitic units that surround 
the metasandstones where the shear strain is 1. 48 (angle of 
shear of 56°). Strehle and Stanley (1986) suggested that 
t hese veins developed as shear fractures during 
east-over-west shear. This interpretation is not consistent 
with the fact that the youngest veins are vertical and 
consist of quartz fibers orientated essentially parallel to 
the layering (Warren, 1988, pers. comm.). It therefore 
appears that the veins formed as extension fractures during 
periods of vertical or near vertical loading. These periods 
of flattening (pure shear) were then followed by longer 
periods of east -over-west simple shear during which the veins 
were rotated westward and the characteristic "Z" pattern 
developed. The quartz, which was originally fi be red, became 
progressively mylonitized as the extension veins were rotated 
into the favorabl e, east-dipping, shear position . Movement 
o n these east-dipping veins continued even after they were 
c ut by younger, unrotated veins because the fibered segments 
of the younger veins are deformed and recrystallized. 

6) Rare west-dipping shear bands. 
the younger schistosity which is 
surfaces of the "s" shaped folds. 

These structures deform 
parallel to the axial 

7) Westward displacement (N 75 W) of the upper plate of 
the Hinesburg thrust is documented by "S" shaped folds, "Z" 
shaped-quartz veins, quartz porphyroclasts, and late shear 
bands. 

8) Late fractures and associated en echelon fracture 
arrays. These structures thought to be related to Me sozoic 
nor-mal faults which cut the Champlain and Hinesburg slices. 
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One of these faults is located about 1000 m. directly west of 
this locality. 

The interpretation of these structures and the thin sections 
fabrics are discussed in Strehle and Stanley (1986). 
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GtOiogl(;al StK:Icty of America Centennial Field Guide--Northeastern Section, 1987 • 
The Champlain thrust fault, Lone Rock Point, Burlington, Vermont 
Rolfe S. Stanley, Department of Geology, University of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont 05405 

LOCATION 
The 0.6 mi ( 1 km) exposure of the Champlain thrust fault is 

located on the eastern shore of Lake Champlain at the north end 
of Burlington Harbor. The property is owned by the Episcopal 
Diocesan Center. D•ive several miles (km) north along North 
Avenue (Vermont 127) from the center of Burlington until you 
reach the traffic light at Institute Road, which leads to Burlington 
High School, The Episcopal Diocesan Center, and North Beach. 
Turn wc,;t toward the lake and take the first right (north) beyond 
Burlington High School. The road is marked by a stone archway. 
Stop at the second building on the west side of the road, which is 
the Administration Builumg (low rectangular building), for writ
ten permission to visit the field site. 

Continue north from the Administration Building, cross the 
bridge over the old railroad bed, and keep to the left as you drive 
over a small rise beyond the bridge. Go to the end of this lower 
road. Park your vehicle so that it does not interfere with the 
people living at the end of the road (Fig. l). Walk west from the 
parking area to the iron fence at the edge of the cliff past the 
outdoor altar where you will see a fine view of Lake Champlain 
and the Adirondack Mountains. From here walk south along a 
footpath for about 600ft (200m) until you reach a depression in 
the cliff that leads to the shore (Fig. 1 ). 
SIGNIFICANCE 

This locality is one of the finest exposures of a thrust fault in 
the Appalachians because it shows many of the fault zone fea
tures characteristic of thrust faults throughout the world. Early 
stt dies considered the fault to be an unconformity between the 
stnngly-tilted Ordovician shales of the "Hudson River Group" 
and the overlying, gently-inclined dolostones and sandstones of 
the "Red Sandrock Formation" (Dunham, Monkton, and Wi
nooski formations of Cady, 1945), which was thought to be 
Silurian because it was lithically similar to the Medina Sandstone 
of New York. Between 184 7 and 1861, fossils of pre-Medina age 
were found in the "Red Sandrock Formation" and its equivalent 
"Quebec Group" in Canada. Based on this information, Hitch
cock and others (1861 , p. 340) concluded that the contact was a 
major fault of regional ex tent. We now know that it is one of 
several very important faults that floor major slices of Middle 
:-'roterozoic continental crust exposed in western New England. 

O ur current understanding of the Champlain thrust fault 
and it• associated faults (Champlain thrust zone) is primarily the 
result of field studies by Keith ( 1923, 1932), Clark ( 1934 ), Cady 
(I 945), Welby ( 1961 ), Doll and others ( 1961 ), Coney and others 
(I 972), Stanley and Sarkisian ( 1972), Dorsey and others ( 1983), 
and Leonard ( 1985). Recent seismic reflection studies by Ando 
and others ( 1983, 1984) and private industry have shown that the 
Champlain thrust fault dips eastward beneath the metamor
phosed rocks of the Green Mountains. This geometry agrees with 
earlie: interpretations shown in cross sections across central and 
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Figure I. Location map of the Champlain thrust fault at Lone Rock 
Point, Burlington, Vermont. The buildings belong to the Episcopal Di
ocesan Center. The road leads to Institute Road and Vermont 127 
(North A venue). The inferred change in orientation of the fault surface is 
based on measured orientations shown by the dip and strike symbols. 
The large eastward-directed arrow marks the axis of a broad, late syn
cline in the fault zone. The location of Figures 2 and 3 are shown to the 
left of "Lone Rock Point." The large arrow points to the depression 
referred to in the text. 

northern Vermont (Doll and others, 1961; Coney and others, 
1972). Leonard's work has shown that the earliest folds and faults 
in the Ordovician sequence to the west in the Champlain Islands 
are genetically related to the development of the Champlain 
thrust fault. 

In southern Vermont and eastern New York, Rowley and 
others (1979), Bosworth (1980), Bosworth and Vollmer (1981), 
and Bosworth and Rowley ( 1984 ), have recognized a zone of late 
post-cleavage faults (Taconic Frontal Thrust of Bosworth and 
Rowley, 1984) along the western side of the Taconic Mountains. 
Rowley (1983), Stanley and Ratcliffe (1983, 1985), and Ratcliffe 
(in Zen and others, 1983) have correlated this zone with the 
Champlain thrust fault. If this correlation is correct then the 
Champlain thrust zone would extend from Rosenberg, Canada, 
to the Catskill Plateau in east-central New York, a distance of 
199 mi (320 km), where it appears to be overlain by Silurian and 
Devonian rocks. The COCORP line through southern Vermont 
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226 R. S. Stanley 

c;hows an east-dipping rcfl,·ction that roots within Middle Proter
ozoic rocks of the Green Mountains and intersects the earth's 
surface along the western side of the Taconic Mountains (Ando 
and others, 1983, 1984). 

The relations described in the foregoing paragraphs suggest 
that the Champlain thrust fault developed during the later part of 
the Taconian orogeny of Middle to Late Ordovician age. Subse
quent movement, however, during the middle Paleozoic Acadian 
oroger.y and the IJte Paleozoic Alleghenian orogeny can not be 
ruled out. The importance of the Champlain thrust in the plate 
tectonic evolution of western New England has been discussed by 
Stanley and Ratcliffe ( 1983, 1985). Earlier discussions can be 
found in Cady (1969), Rodgers (1970), and Zen (1972). 
REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

In Vermont the Champlain thrust fault places Lower Cam
brian rocks on high!y-ueformed Middle Ordovician shale. North 
of Burlington the thrust surface is confined to the lower part of 
the Dunham Dolomite. At Burlington, the th rust surface cuts 
upward through 2,275 ft (700 m) of the Dunham into the thick
bedded quartzites and dolostones in the very lower part of the 
Monkton Quartzite. Throughout its extent, the thrust fault is 
located within the lowest, thick dolostone of the carbonate
siliciclastic platform sequence that was deposited upon Late 
Proterozoic rift-clastic rocks and Middle Proterozoic, continental 
crust of ancient North America. 

At Lone Rock Point in Burlington the stratigraphic throw is 
about 8,850 ft (2,700 m), which represents the thickness of rock 
cut by the thrust surface. To the north the throw decreases as the 
thrust surface is lost in the shale terrain north of Rosenberg, 
Canada. Part, if not all, of this displacement is taken up by the 
Highgate Springs and Philipsburg thrust faults that continue 
northward and become the "Logan's Line" thrust of Cady 
r 1969). South of Burlington the stratigraphic throw is in the order 
of 6,000 ft ( I ,800 m). As the throw decreases on the Champlain 
thrust fault in central Vermont the displacement is again taken up 
by movement on the Orwell, Shoreham, and Pinnacle thrust 
faults. 

Younger open folds and arches that deform the Champlain 
slice may be due either duplexes or ramps along or beneath the 
Champlain thrust fault. To the west, numerous thrust faults are 
exposed in the Ordovician section along the shores of Lake 
Champlain (Hawley, 1957; Fisher, 1968; Leonard, 1985). One of 
these broad folds is exposed along the north part of Lone Rock 
Point (Fig. 2). Based on seismic reflection studies in Vermont, 
duplex formation as described by Suppe ( 1982) and Boyer and 
Elliot ( 1982) indeed appears to be the mechanism by which 
major folds have developed in the Champlain slice. 

North of Burlington the trace of the Champlain thrust fault 
is relatively straight and the surface strikes north and dips at about 
15° to the east. South of Burlington the trace is irregular because 
the thrust has been more deformed by high-angle faults and broad 
folds. Slivers of dolostone (Lower Cambrian Dunham Dolomite) 
and limestone (Lower Ordovician Beekmantown Group) can be 
found all along the trace of the thrust. The limestone represents 
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Figure 2. A sketch of the Champlain thrust fault at the north end of Lone 
Rock Point showing the large bend in the faul t zone and the slivers of 
Lower Ordovician limestone. The layering in the shale is the S 1 cleav
age. It is folded by small folds and cut by many generations of calcite 
veins and faults. The sketch is located in Figure I. 

fragments from the Highgate Springs slice exposed directly west 
and beneath the Champlain thrust fault north of Burlington (Doll 
and others, 1961). In a 3.3 to 10ft (1 to 3m) zone along the 
thrust surface, fractured clasts of these slivers are found in a 
matrix of ground and rewelded shale. 

Estimates of displacement along the Champlain thrust fault 
have increased substantially as a result of regional considerations 
(Palmer, 1969; Zen and others, 1983; Stanley and Ratcliffe, 
1983, 1985) and seismic reflection studies (Ando and others, 
1983, 1984). The earlier estimates were less than 9 mi (15 km) 
and were either based on cross sections accompanying the Geo
logic Map of Vermont (Doll and others, 1961) or simply trigon
ometric calculations using the average dip of the fault and its 
stratigraphic throw. Current estimates are in the order of 35 to 50 
mi (60 to 80 km). Using plate tectonic considerations, Rowley 
(1982) has suggested an even higher value of 62 mi (100 km). 
These larger estimates are more realistic than earlier ones consid
ering the regional extent of the Champlain thrust fault. 
Lone Rock Point 

At Lone Rock Point the basal part of the Lower Cambrian 
Dunham Dolostone overlies the Middle Ordovician lberville 
Formation. Because the upper plate dolostone is more resistent 
than the lower plate shale, the fault zone is well exposed from the 
northern part of Burlington Bay northward for approximately 
0.9 mi ( 1.5 km; Fig. 1 ). The features are typical of the Champlain 
thrust fault where it has been observed elsewhere. 

The Champlain fault zone can be divided into an inner and 
outer part. The inner zone is 1.6 to 20 ft (0.5 to 6 m) thick and 
consists of dolostone and limestone breccia encased in welded, 
but highly contorted shale (Fig. 3). Calcite veins are abundant. 
One of the most prominent and important features of the inner 
fault zone is the slip surface, which is very planar and continuous 
throughout the exposed fault zone (Fig. 3). This surface is marked 
by very fine-grained gouge and, in some places, calcite slicken
lines. Where the inner faul t zone is thin, the slip surface is located 
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Figure 3. View of the Champlain thrust fault looking east at the southern end of Lone Rock Point (Fig. 
I). The accompanying line drawing locatCl> by number the important features discussed in the text: I, the 
continuou~ planar slip surface; 2, limestone slivers; 3, A hollow in the base of the dolostone is filled in 
with limestone and dolostone breccia; 4, Fault mullions decorate the slip surface at the base of the 
dolostone; 5, a small dike of shale has been injected between the breccia and the dolostone. 

along the mterface between the Dunham Dolomite and the Iber
villc Shale. Where the inner fault is wider by virtue of slivers and 
irregularities along the basal surface of the Dunham Dolomite, 
the slip surface is located in the shale, where it forms the chord 
hetwe'.!n these irregularities (Fig. 3). The slip surface represents 
the surface along which most of the recent motion in the fault 
zone has occurred. As a consequence, it cuts across all the irregu
larities in the harder dolostone of the upper plate with the excep
tion of long wave-length corrugations (fault mullions) that 
par: llel the transport direction. As a result, irregular hollows 
alone; the base of the Dunham Dolomite are filled in by highly 
contorted shales and welded breccia (Fig. 3). 

The deformation in the shale beneath the fault provides a 
basis for interpreting the movement and evolution along the 
Champlam thrust fault. The compositional layering in the shale of 
the lower plate represents the well-developed S I pressure
solution cleavage that is essentially parallel to the axial planes of 
the first-generation of folds in the Ordovician shale exposed 
below and to f e west of the Champlain thrust fault (Fig. 4). As 
the trace ot the thrust fault is approached from the west this 
cleavage is rotated eastward to shallow dips as a result of west
ward movement of the upper plate (Fig. 4). Slickenlines, grooves, 
and prominent fault mullions on the lower surface of the dolo
stone a11d in the adjacent shales, where they are not badly 
deformed by younger events, indicate displacement was along an 
azimuth of approximately N60°W (Fig. 4; Hawley, 1957; Stanley 
and Sarkesian, I 972; Leonard, I 985). The Sl cleavage at Lone 
Rock Point is so well developed in the fault zone that folds in the 
original bedding are largely destroyed. In a few places, however, 
isolated hinges are preserved and are seen to plunge eastward or 
southeastward at low angles (Fig. 4). As these Fl folds are traced 
westward from the fault zone, their hinges change orientation to 

the northeast. A similar geometric pattern is seen along smaller 
faults, which deform Sl cleavage in the Ordovician rocks west of 
the Champlain thrust fault. These relations suggest that Fl hinges 
are rotated towards the transport direction as the Champlain 
thrust fault is approached. The process involved fragmentation of 

Figure 4. Lower hemisphere equal-area net showing structural elements 
associated with the Champlain thrust fault. The change in orientation of 
the thrust surface varies from approximately N20°W to Nl4°E at Lone 
Rock Point. The orientation of S I cleavage directly below the thrust is 
the average of 40 measurements collected along the length of the expo
sure. S I, however, dips steeply eastward in the Ordovician rocks to the 
west of the Champlain thrust fault as seen at South Hero and Clay Point 
where F I hinges plunge gently to the northeast. Near the Champlain 
thrust fault F I hinges (small ci rcles) plunge to the east. Most slickenlines 
in the adjacent shale are approximately parallel to the fault mullions 
shown in the figure. 
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the FI folds since continuous fold trains are absent near the thrust. 
Much of this deformation and rotation occurs, however, within 
300ft ( I 00 m) of the thrust surface. Within this same zone the Sl 
cleavage is folded by a second generation of folds that rarely 
developed a new cleavage. These hinges also plunge to the east or 
southeast like the earlier Fl hinges. The direction of transport 
inferred from the analysis of F2 data is parallel or nearly parallel 
to the fault mullions along the Champlain thrust fault. Stanley 
and Sarkesian (I )72) suggested that these folds developr-d during 
late tran~l'\tion on the thrust with major displacement during and 
after the development of generation l folds. New information, 
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